
BUILDING YOUR

BRAND
personal



Building a recognizable brand is essential to

your long-term success as an agent. Your brand

reputation is what attracts the right clients and

multiplies your marketing efforts.

This takes time, so be patient with yourself. 

If you want to be in luxury sales, that's a unique

brand with a certain perception. 

If you want to specialize in helping first-time

homebuyers, that's another unique branding

opportunity.

If you want to specialize in a certain area, then

you'll want to brand yourself as the expert in all

things for that specific area.

Whatever you decide, it's important to be clear

on it before you invest time and money in

branding and advertising.



Why did I decide to become a real estate

agent?

What motivates me to do this job?

What are my strengths and what are my

weaknesses?

Establish your personal mission, vision, and

values. Write down the goals and motivations

that guide your brand. Together, these make up

your personal brand message. 

Ask yourself questions like:

1

Craft your visual identity. Use a tool like Canva

to design your own personal logo, social media

graphics, and marketing materials...or work with

someone who does this professionally. Don’t

overthink this. Pick a few colors you like, and

something that represents your personality.
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Stay consistent. Now that you’ve written your

brand message and designed your visual

identity, stick to it! 

A brand is only valuable when it’s recognizable.

That means using the same message and visual

design on everything you do, from your website

and social media to yard signs and print

materials.
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Study agents you look up to. What do they do

that I like? What do they do that I don’t like?

Being a REALTOR® doesn’t need to be

reinvented each time. Take aspects that you

like and make them your own.
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